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ABSTRACT The severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)/coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has highlighted an important role for efficient surveil-
lance of microbial pathogens. High-throughput sequencing technologies provide valuable
surveillance tools, offering opportunities to conduct high-resolution monitoring from
diverse sample types, including from environmental sources. However, given their large
size and potential to contain mixtures of lineages within samples, such genomic data sets
can present challenges for analyzing the data and communicating results with diverse
stakeholders. Here, we report MixviR, an R package for exploring, analyzing, and visual-
izing genomic data from potentially mixed samples of a target microbial group. MixviR
characterizes variation at both the nucleotide and amino acid levels and offers the RShiny
interactive dashboard for exploring data. We demonstrate MixviR’s utility with validation
studies using mixtures of known lineages from both SARS-CoV-2 and Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis and with a case study analyzing lineages of SARS-CoV-2 in wastewater samples over
time at a sampling location in Ohio, USA.

IMPORTANCE High-throughput sequencing technologies hold great potential for contrib-
uting to genomic-based surveillance of microbial diversity from environmental samples.
However, the size of the data sets, along with the potential for environmental samples
to contain multiple evolutionary lineages of interest, present challenges around analyzing
and effectively communicating inferences from these data sets. The software described
here provides a novel and valuable tool for exploring such data. Though originally designed
and used for monitoring SARS-CoV-2 lineages in wastewater, it can also be applied to anal-
yses of genomic diversity in other microbial groups.
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High-throughput DNA sequencing (HTS) technologies represent powerful tools for charac-
terizing the diversity of pathogens. While their application in epidemiological and public

health settings has grown in recent years (1, 2), several factors still limit their more widespread
usage. Among these are challenges related to efficiently analyzing these large and complex
data sets and effectively communicating results with diverse stakeholders (3, 4), many of
whom may have little or no experience with genomic data. Overcoming such challenges
will help HTS technologies realize their full potential for building stronger understanding
around human pathogens and better informing public health decisions.

Rapid and efficient identification of novel mutations and lineages with clinical or other public
health relevance is important in the context of trying to best manage and mitigate disease
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impacts during outbreaks, as has been exemplified during the ongoing severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) pandemic. Analysis of clinical infections offers one avenue
for surveillance and represents a traditional usage of HTS in which nucleic acid samples are
obtained from a single individual, uniquely barcoded and pooled for sequencing, and subse-
quently demultiplexed (separated) based on themolecular barcodes prior to analysis. This allows
individual sequence reads to be assigned back to a single sample and analyzed separately from
other such samples. However, HTS technologies also provide opportunities to expand surveil-
lance efforts beyond patient samples to include those from the broader environment. Indeed,
monitoring that targets sources such as wastewater has been implemented as part of SARS-
CoV-2 surveillance programs (5–10), and interest in such efforts continues to grow (11, 12).

While efforts around monitoring from environmental samples hold many potential
advantages, the data generated also present some specific analytical challenges. First, widely
used programs for identifying lineages (variants) from a genomic sample, such as UShER
(13) and Illumina’s DRAGEN COVID Lineage app (San Diego, CA), are built with clinical data
in mind and therefore expect samples to contain a single viral lineage. Not only may mixed
samples not fit the assumptions of the algorithms implemented in such programs, but met-
rics uniquely relevant to mixed samples, such as estimates of the relative frequencies of the
lineages they contain, are not generated by those tools. In addition, lineages of SARS-CoV-2
and other pathogens of interest are often at least partially characterized at the amino acid
level, as amino acid variation is ultimately what gives rise to the most relevant clinical and
public health characteristics of the pathogen. In contrast, genomic sequencing produces
data exclusively at the nucleic acid level, meaning that translation is often a necessary part
of an analysis pipeline. The need for software addressing some of these issues is evidenced
by several recent publications describing new bioinformatic tools for lineage deconvolution
from mixed genomic samples (14–18), with others reported in preprint form (19, 20). The
tools available to date are run in a command line environment, require various levels of
computational skills to install and execute, and in some cases, rely on outside software and/
or databases that might not be readily available in many research or public health settings.

In this paper, we introduce MixviR, an easy-to-use R package designed to address the chal-
lenges above and to allow for efficient exploration, analysis, and visualization of mixed high-
throughput sequencing data from a target group. Specific features of the program include char-
acterization of mutations at both the nucleotide and amino acid levels and identification and
estimation of the relative frequencies of known lineages in a sample. While the program was
written with SARS-CoV-2 mutation and lineage detection in mind, it can be extended to analy-
ses of other microbial groups by simply providing the relevant genomic reference information.

In its most basic usage, MixviR has three required inputs: (i) a FASTA-formatted reference ge-
nome file for the group/taxon of interest, (ii) an annotation (bed) file defining genes/open read-
ing frames in the genome, and (iii) one variant call format (VCF) file for each genomic sample
to be analyzed for potential mixtures of lineages within a target group. These VCF files can be
generated with a number of common workflows, including those utilizing BCFtools (21), the
GATK (22), or various applications available through Illumina’s BaseSpace environment, such as
the DRAGEN COVID Lineage or DRAGEN Somatic apps. For SARS-CoV-2, precompiled genome
and annotation data are available and can be specified as an argument when running MixviR,
meaning that sample VCF files are the only user-provided inputs required. Additional optional
inputs include a file that associates mutations with known lineages of interest, which allows the
program to draw inferences about the presence and relative frequencies of specific lineages in
each sample, and a file that associates sample dates with individual sample locations, allowing
analysis of data in a temporal framework. Outputs include a table of identified mutations with
a number of customizable fields, as well as the RShiny interactive dashboard, which can be
used for exploring and visualizing the data in a user-friendly way. An overview of a typical work-
flow involving a MixviR analysis is provided in Fig. 1.

RESULTS
SARS-CoV-2 validation. Sequencing coverage for the full SARS-CoV-2 data set was

estimated to be .4,900 reads per base position. The number of lineage-characteristic
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amino acid mutations considered in the SARS-CoV-2 analyses ranged from 13 (Alpha)
to 22 (Delta). The MixviR analyses identified from 90 to 100% of these mutations in samples
known to contain their associated lineage (Fig. 2A) and correctly identified the identities of
all lineages present in each of the seven mixtures (Fig. 2B), including in cases where the
actual frequencies were as little as 3 to 4% (Delta in mixtures 4 and 5). MixviR’s estimates of
the frequencies of each lineage were also broadly consistent with expectations (see Fig. S1A
in the supplemental material; r2 = 0.817), with the notable pattern that estimates for Alpha
and Delta tended to be slightly inflated, while those of the two Omicron lineages (BA.1 and
BA.2) tended to be slightly lower than expected (Fig. 2B; Fig. S1A).

Mycobacterium tuberculosis validation. The mean sequencing coverage for the
full M. tuberculosis data set was 182 reads per base position. The numbers of characteristic
mutations for the two M. tuberculosis lineages tested were 7 (CAS1-Kili) and 10 (EAI6-BGD1).
MixviR identified all mutations expected in each sample, with the exception of a single
mutation in the data submitted under NCBI SRA accession number ERR221664—a valine to
phenylalanine substitution at amino acid position 1319 of the gene eccC5 (Fig. 3A). The sin-
gle mutation expected but not detected is associated with lineage EAI, which is expected to
occur at a low (5%) frequency in this sample. Consistent with this, MixviR correctly identified
and provided relative frequencies very consistent with the expectations for all lineages (Fig.
3B; Fig. S1B; r2 = 0.995).

Evaluation of sequence coverage levels. MixviR was able to correctly identify all
lineages present in the four samples at coverages of both 50� and 100� (Fig. S2 and S3),
and the relative frequency estimates at these coverage levels were broadly consistent with
expectations for all sample/lineage combinations (Fig. S2B and S3B). Most lineages were
also correctly identified at the 10� coverage level. The exceptions were the lowest-frequency
variants evaluated: Delta in mixture 4 of the SARS-CoV-2 data set and EAI in sample

FIG 1 Overview of a typical workflow involving a MixviR analysis. A sample is collected that potentially contains a mixture of lineages for a taxon of interest.
Commonly used approaches for generating whole-genome-scale DNA sequence data and calling genomic variants relative to a reference genome can be used
to generate the VCF-formatted files that, along with the relevant reference genome and associated annotation of regions to be translated, make up the
necessary inputs for a MixviR run. MixviR then identifies amino acid-level variation and compares the mutations observed in the sample with a user-provided
list of mutations associated with lineages of interest to identify the lineages present in the sample and estimate their frequencies.
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ERR221664 of the M. tuberculosis data set. The expected frequencies of these lineages
were 5% or less, and neither was detected at the 10� coverage level (Fig. S2 and S3).
Specifically, for Delta in mixture 4, 6 of the 22 mutations characteristic of this lineage
were detected at 10� coverage (less than the 50% threshold used for calling a lineage pres-
ent), and for EAI in sample ERR221664, none of the 10 target mutations were detected with
10� coverage.

SARS-CoV-2 wastewater case study. MixviR identified 4 different SARS-CoV-2 lineages
from the wastewater samples during the sampling period. The primary lineage observed from
early April through late June 2021 was Alpha, though the Gamma lineage was also detected
in two April samples (Fig. 4). Delta became the only lineage detected in late June and contin-
ued until mid-December 2021, when Omicron (BA.1) began to rise in frequency, replacing
Delta by early January 2022. All of these patterns are consistent with those observed from clin-
ical samples during the same time period.

DISCUSSION

The importance of monitoring the genetic diversity associated with human pathogens
has been recognized for some time, and the value in such efforts has been highlighted during
the ongoing SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. While a variety of useful monitoring approaches exist that
include clinical screening, contact tracing, culturing of organisms, etc., genomic-based tools
continue to be increasingly leveraged. Among the advantages to genomic-based monitoring
are the potentially high sensitivity of detection, the ability to obtain samples from a variety of
sources, which allows monitoring from environmental samples in addition to clinical samples,
and the potentially fine-scale resolution of the evolutionary dynamics of a pathogen in real
time. The growing efficiency and availability of high-throughput genetic sequencing

FIG 2 SARS-CoV-2 validation analysis with seven standards, each consisting of known mixtures of two to four of the SARS-CoV-2 lineages Alpha, Delta,
Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2. (A) Proportion of characteristic mutations detected for each expected lineage; (B) lineages detected by MixviR, along with their
estimated frequencies, in comparison to the expected values for the standards.
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technologies continues to put the realization of these advantages within practical reach of
researchers and public health officials.

Indeed, partly due to the reasons above, genomic sequencing efforts related to the
SARS-CoV-2 pandemic have far exceeded those utilized as part of any previous public
health event, and while these efforts have provided a wealth of information, they have also
raised areas where useful tools are lacking and improvements are needed. As part of our
own experimental programs to monitor SARS-CoV-2 diversity from environmental sources,
including wastewater and dust, it became apparent that tools were needed to efficiently
analyze large HTS data sets with potential mixtures of microbial lineages and to effectively
share those inferences with diverse stakeholders.

In response, we developed MixviR, an R package that allows visualization and explo-
ration of genomic sequencing data from input files in formats widely used in genomic studies.
Analysis of multiple standards consisting of mixtures of lineages from each of two microbial
systems (SARS-CoV-2 and M. tuberculosis) and application in a case study with SARS-CoV-2
wastewater samples demonstrated that MixviR is able to accurately identify and estimate the
frequencies of lineages present in mixed samples. The sensitivity to detect low frequency var-
iants is a function of sequencing coverage, as demonstrated in the analyses, in which raw data
sets were randomly subsampled to specific coverage levels and reanalyzed. Though various
factors will influence the sensitivity of detection, including the evenness of coverage across
the genome and the threshold used for the proportion of characteristic mutations that must
be identified to call a lineage present in the sample, detection of a variant occurring at a 5%
frequency would be expected to require approximately 20� coverage. The results from the
subsampling analyses were consistent with this expectation, as the two lowest-frequency var-
iants analyzed, which had expected frequencies as low as 3 to 4%, were not detected at 10�
coverage but were detected at 50� coverage and above.

FIG 3 M. tuberculosis validation analysis with six standards, each consisting of known mixtures of two M. tuberculosis lineages (CAS1-Kili and EAI6-BGD1).
(A) Proportion of characteristic mutations detected for each expected lineage; (B) lineages detected by MixviR along with their estimated frequencies in
comparison to expected values for the standards.
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By relying on a small number of R functions to generate a mutation list at both the
nucleotide and amino acid levels and the associated RShiny interactive dashboard for
data exploration (see “RShiny Dashboard Examples” in the supplemental material for
details and Fig. S4 to S8 for examples of RShiny output beyond that presented in Fig. 4
above), MixviR is written to allow easy and efficient analysis for users with minimal ex-
perience or training in R or other programming languages. The flexibility it provides in
allowing analysis of various target microbial groups will make it a valuable tool not just
for monitoring SARS-CoV-2 variants but also for environmental monitoring of emerg-
ing pathogens, such as those related to monkeypox (23) and polio (24).

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS
SARS-CoV-2 validation data set. Four clinical SARS-CoV-2 RNA samples were obtained, representing

the Alpha, Delta, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2 lineages (The Ohio State University Applied Microbiology
Services Laboratory; institutional review board [IRB] protocol number 2021H0080). Seven mixed SARS-CoV-2
test samples were generated by pooling two to four of the RNA samples in various relative ratios, generating
amplicon-based whole-genome libraries with ARTICv4.1 primers and Tagmentation (Illumina), and sequenc-
ing each on an Illumina NextSeq 2000 instrument (2 � 101 bp). Raw fastq files were produced and analyzed
using Illumina’s BaseSpace with the DRAGEN COVID Lineage application v3.5.10 pipeline with the callability
and coverage thresholds set to 1. The resulting VCF files served as input for MixviR v3.3.5. The MixviR analysis
used the preconfigured SARS-CoV-2 reference (option reference = “Wuhan”), a list of mutations characterizing
the SARS-CoV-2 lineages Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, Lambda, Mu, Omicron BA.1, and Omicron BA.2 assembled
from GSAID data by, and obtained from, the website https://outbreak.info/ (25) on 17 February 2022, and

FIG 4 MixviR results for samples collected over time at a wastewater treatment facility in Ohio, USA, and analyzed for SARS-CoV-2 lineages. (Top) lineages
present in the sample are represented by points above the red dashed line, which mark the adjustable threshold for the proportion of lineage-characteristic
mutations observed in the sample; (bottom) plot of the estimated frequency of each identified lineage. These plots represent one of several types of RShiny outputs
available from MixviR for summarizing sample mutation data. Examples of all RShiny outputs are provided in Fig. S4 to S8 in the supplemental material.
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otherwise default settings. The list of mutations used is available from https://github.com/mikesovic/MixviR/
tree/main/mutation_files.

M. tuberculosis validation data set. Raw sequencing files for six mixed samples associated with the
work of Sobkowiak et al. (26) were downloaded from SRA. These samples contain different known proportions of
the M. tuberculosis lineages EAI6-BGD1 and CAS1-Kili. Each sample was analyzed using the DRAGEN Somatic
application in Illumina’s BaseSpace environment. The analyses used the M. tuberculosis reference genome H37Rv
(build ASM19595v2) with no somatic hot spots, multiallelic filtering disabled, and the vc-enable-unequal-ntd-
errors option set to false. The VCF files produced served as input for MixviR v3.3.5. Mutations associated with
the M. tuberculosis lineages designated L1 and L3 by Merker et al. (27) and corresponding to EAI6-BGD1 and
CAS1-Kili, respectively, were obtained and used as part of the MixviR analysis to identify and estimate the fre-
quencies of the two target lineages in each sample. MixviR’s genetic.code.num argument was set to 11, and
default settings were otherwise used in the analysis.

Analyses of validation data sets. For each mixed sample in the validation data sets, the estimate_li-
neages() function was used to identify what lineages were present, estimate the frequency of each line-
age, and also determine the number of characteristic mutations identified for each lineage. The pres-
ence of lineage l in sample i is inferred by comparing the ratio nli/Nl to an adjustable threshold value
(default = 0.5), where Nl is the total number of mutations associated exclusively with lineage l, and nli is
the number of these lineage-specific mutations observed in the sample i. Lineages with a ratio exceed-
ing the threshold are inferred as present, and the proportional contribution of that lineage to the sample
is then estimated by averaging over the frequencies for the lineage-specific mutations present in the
sample. Frequency estimates for each individual mutation (m) are calculated as rm/rt, where rm is the
number of sequence reads associated with the mutated allele, and rt is the total number of reads
(sequencing depth) at the genomic position associated with the mutant allele.

Analyses of effects of sequencing coverage. The effects of various levels of sequence coverage
were evaluated by selecting two samples from each data set (two from SARS-CoV-2 and two fromM. tuberculo-
sis) and randomly subsampling the raw fastq reads to generate data sets representing coverages of approxi-
mately 10�, 50�, and 100�. One of the two data sets from each group included a lineage expected to be at
low frequency (,5%). Each of the 12 subsampled data sets (four samples, each at three coverage levels) were
then analyzed using the methods described above for their respective data set. The lineages identified and
associated estimated relative frequencies were then evaluated with respect to the various coverage levels.

SARS-CoV-2 wastewater case study. Sequence data were obtained for samples (N = 21) collected
from one Ohio wastewater treatment plant between April 2021 and January 2022 as part of a program
led by the Ohio Water Resources Center at The Ohio State University and the Ohio Department of
Health to monitor SARS-CoV-2 occurrence throughout the state. Processing of wastewater samples,
genomic library preparation, and sequencing followed methods described by Ai et al. (9) and Hale et al.
(28). The sequence data were analyzed using the same methods as for the SARS-CoV-2 validation data
set to identify the lineages present and estimate their frequencies.

Data availability. The code and associated files used for all analyses in this study are provided at https://
github.com/mikesovic/MixviR/tree/main/mixvir_paper. MixviR can be obtained from the Comprehensive R
Archive Network (CRAN) or from GitHub at https://github.com/mikesovic/MixviR. The raw sequence data used
for the SARS-CoV-2 validation are available from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under accession num-
ber PRJNA827817. Data for theM. tuberculosis validation were obtained from the SRA as described above.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available online only.
SUPPLEMENTAL FILE 1, PDF file, 2.1 MB.
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